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Observed mass ranges of black holes
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Possible formation mechanisms for intermediate mass black holes

Highly accreting BHs

Multiple stellar mergers (Di Carlo+ 2019)
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Hierarhical mergers 
(Gerosa & Berti 2017, Fishbach+ 2017)

Primordial black holes
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<1Myr

<10Myr

Bartos+ ApJ 2017

Electromagnetic emission 
from binary black holes?

They need to reside in a dense, gaseous environment.



progenitor: neutron star mergers

Bartos, Brady, Marka 2013



Stellar core collapse
Gravitational waves from 
rapidly rotating cores?

Differential rotation (e.g. Corvino+ 2010)

• Dynamical instabilities (shorter time scale)

• Secular instabilities (longer time scale)

• Magnetic distortion

Fallback accretion? (Piro & Thrane, 2012)
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Multi-messenger Astrophysics



Multi-messenger astrophysics 

Gravitational waves:
• Compact object 

formation / evolution

Neutrinos:
• Stellar core / structure 

Particle acceleration

Cosmic rays:
• Particle acceleration
• Environment

EM radiation:
• Particle acceleration
• Environment

1. Learn more
2. Detect more

Goals:Powerful transients:
1.    compact binary merger
2.    stellar core collapse
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• Black hole accretion
• Cosmic particle acceleration
• Stellar core collapse
• Compact binary formation channels
• Intermediate mass black holes

• Origin of heavy elements
• Environment in galactic nuclei
• Relativistic outflows
• …



Electromagnetic signature



Electromagnetic signature

• Beamed
• Good gamma-ray FoV
• Limited localization 

(difficult to follow-up)



• Good time frame (~week)
• ~Isotropic
• Limited IR FoV / sensitivity

à not for every telescope

Electromagnetic signature



• Isotropic
• Long-term  -- easy follow-up
• Flux may be small

accretion diskaccretion disk

merger ejecta

kilonova
(near-infrared;

~ 1 week)

radioactive decay
shocks within the 

interstellar medium
(radio; years)

following Metzger & Berger 2012

(seconds)

gamma raysgamma rays

high-energy neutrinos

gamma-ray burst

Electromagnetic signature



gamma ray bursts
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~100 follow-up observatories worldwide
All cosmic messengers, across the spectrum.
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Prospects for Observing and Localizing GW Transients with aLIGO, AdV and KAGRA 17

Fig. 5 Sky locations of GW events confidently detected in O1 and O2. Top panel: initial sky location
released in low-latency to the astronomers (Abbott et al 2016g; LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo
Collaboration 2015; Abbott et al 2019c). Bottom panel: refined sky location including updated calibration
and final choice of waveform models (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration
et al 2018). Three events (GW151012, GW170729, GW170818) among the 11 confidetent detections were
identified offline, and were not shared in low-latency. The shaded areas enclose the 90% credible regions of
the posterior probability sky areas in a Mollweide projection. The inner lines enclose regions starting from
the 10% credible area with the color scheme changing with every 10% increase in confidence level. The
localization is shown in equatorial coordinates (right ascension in hours, and declination in degrees). The
HLV label indicates events for which both the LIGO and Virgo data were used to estimate the sky location.

events detected by the two LIGO interferometers show the expected trend of the sky520

area to scale inversely with the square of the SNR (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration521

and the Virgo Collaboration et al 2018). Five among the 11 confident events were522

observed with the three-site network including the LIGO and Virgo detectors. The523

Virgo data were used to estimate the low-latency sky localization for two events524

(GW170814 and GW170817). With this contribution from a third detector we were525

able to significantly shrink the localization to areas covering a few tens of square526

degrees (see GW170814, GW170817, GW170718).527

In addition to localizing sources on the sky, it is possible to provide distance528

estimates for CBC signals since the waveform amplitude is inversely proportional to529

the luminosity distance (Veitch et al 2015; Abbott et al 2016j). Uncertainty in distance530

measurement is dominated by the degeneracy with the inclination of the binary, which531

LIGO-P1200087-v50

Localization

• Not too good, sometimes difficult to scan the whole localization


